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Implementing CIFS: The Common Internet File SystemPrentice Hall, 2003
"The book that Microsoft should have written, but didn't."
—Jeremy Allison, Samba Team

"Your detailed explanations are clear and backed-up with source code—and the numerous bits of humor make a dry subject very enjoyable to read."
—J.D. Lindemann, network engineer, Adaptec, Inc.

The...
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Managing NFS and NIS, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2001
A modern computer system that's not part of a network is even more of an anomaly today than it was when we published the first edition of this book in 1991. But however widespread networks have become, managing a network and getting it to perform well can still be a problem. 
Managing NFS and NIS, in a new edition based on Solaris 8,...
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Dns in Action: A Detailed And Practical Guide to Dns Implementation, Configuration, And AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2006
Recently, while driving to my work, I listened to radio as usual. Because of the establishment of the new EU (European Union) domain, there was an interview with a representative of one of the Internet Service Providers. For some time the interview went on, boringly similar to other common radio interviews, but suddenly the presswoman started to...
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JavaServer Faces in ActionManning Publications, 2005
Helping front-end developers, back-end developers, and architects understand how they can get the most out of JavaServer Faces (JSF), this guide to the new official standard for simplifying Java web development explains what JSF is, how it works, and how it relates to other frameworks and technologies like Struts, Servlets, Portlets, JSP, and...
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Spatial Augmented Reality: Merging Real and Virtual WorldsAK Peter, 2005
Like virtual reality, augmented reality is becoming an emerging platform in new application areas for museums, edutainment, home entertainment, research, industry, and the art communities using novel approaches which have taken augmented reality beyond traditional eye-worn or hand-held displays.

In this book, the authors discuss spatial...
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The Modern Invention of Information: Discourse, History, and PowerSouthern Illinois University Press, 2001
If we look in the Oxford English Dictionary under the term “information,” we will be struck by the impression that its use as a substantive, as a synonym for fact or for knowledge, is relatively new. Until very recently, “information” had the sense of imparting knowledge (in the sense of telling someone something) or of...
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Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2007
Welcome to Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 Administrator's Pocket Consultant. As the author of over 65 books, I've been writing professionally about Web publishing and Web servers since 1994. Over the years, I've written about many different Web server technologies and products, but my favorite has always...
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Hybrid Methods in Pattern RecognitionWordware Publishing, 2002
The discipline of pattern recognition has seen enormous progress since its beginnings more than four decades ago. Over the years various approaches have emerged, based on statistical decision theory, structural matching and parsing, neural networks, fuzzy logic, artificial intelligence, evolutionary computing, and others. Obviously, these...
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Advances in Information Processing and ProtectionSpringer, 2007
This book contains a selection of the best papers given at the Advanced Computer Systems Conference in October 2006 in Poland. The book is partitioned into four topical areas:
The Artificial Intelligence section includes papers on Humatronics, Fuzzy Logic, Robotics, Cell, Genetic and Probabilistic Algorithms, Incomplete Data and Similarity...
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Organic Semiconductors in Sensor Applications (Springer Series in Materials Science)Springer, 2008
Organic semiconductors offer unique characteristics such as tunability of electronic properties via chemical synthesis, compatibility with mechanically flexible substrates, low-cost manufacturing, and facile integration with chemical and biological functionalities. These characteristics have prompted the application of organic semiconductors and...
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Service-Oriented Computing (Cooperative Information Systems)MIT Press, 2008
Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) promises a world of cooperating services loosely connected, creating dynamic business processes and agile applications that span organizations and platforms. As a computing paradigm, it utilizes services as fundamental elements to support rapid, low-cost development of distributed applications in heterogeneous...
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Numerical Quantum Dynamics (Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics)Springer, 2001
This book describes computational methods used in quantum  dynamics with emphasis on small quantum systems.   Computational physics is a fundamental physical discipline at the  forefront of physical research. Thus it is an indisputable fact that  computational physics form part of the essential landscape of physical  science and education. In the...
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